Abstract-
INTRODUCTION
Pressure vessel is used to store high rushed gas or liquids. The common pressure vessel categorization is thin pressure vessel and thick pressure vessel. The shape of pressure vessel normally is sphere, but hypothetically it could be cone, cylinder. In some case the pressure vessel is made of carbon fiber & the main reason to use the carbon fiber in making of pressure vessel it is very light in weight. The example of pressure vessel is refining towers, oil refinery, autoclaves, nuclear reactor vessel, pneumatic tank, hydraulic tank. In this study the element used is PLANE 43 and SHELL 63.
[1] This paper has discussed about the optimization of nozzle allowing for with an included approach & the major objective is to reduce the vonmises stress from nozzle to dished head.
[2] These paper is discussed about the purpose of stress distribution in a multilayered pressure vessel while it is subjected to internal pressure. [3] This paper has discussed regarding the stress attention feature of flat end to cylindrical shell is subjected to internal pressure. [4] In these paper describe about the elasto-plastic analysis of pressure vessel through different heads. [5] The major purpose of this paper is numerical analysis of pressure vessel by changeable head geometry. The Fig-7 shows that the average hoop stress sharing in Flat head is 5406.52 MPa. 
C. Boundary Conditions

ii. Longitudinal stress variation
CASE-2 TRIVIAL HEAD i.
Hoop stress variation Finally it concludes that the maximum stresses in a trivial head pressure vessel will be more than four time lesser than the flat head pressure vessel & it is preferable.
